
Catholic Archdiocese of Edmonton
Youth Camps 2023 Relaunch

“Our institutions should provide young people with places they can
make their own, where they can come and go freely, feel welcome
and readily meet other young people, whether at times of difficulty
and frustration, or of joy and celebration.”

-Pope Francis, Christus Vivit #218

“As our young people face the future, we want to help them to know
the Lord and to hear his call. Therefore, we need to find ways to help
them encounter Christ and form them in the faith of his Church so
that they will know the call the Lord is addressing to each of them
personally.”

-Pastoral Priorities of the Archdiocese of Edmonton (2011)
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Introduction
“I often pose the question, ‘Who are you listening to?’ So often, in fact, that for many
people I am sounding like a broken record.

Yet we have to ask this, because the voices competing for our attention and seeking to
influence our mindset are many. Just think of the variety of messages with which we are
bombarded daily through the Internet, television, radio, social media, newspapers,
magazines at the checkout counter, etc., etc.” -Archbishop Richard Smith

The Archbishop’s question is especially important when we consider the youth in our
families and communities. As young people have more disposable income than their
parents, advertisers have long prioritized tweens and teens as potential consumers. In
addition to advertising, young people hear a variety of voices in the songs they listen to, the
books they read, and the shows they watch. These voices are more available than ever
before, via the devices our kids carry in their pockets.

As families and as a Church, we are rightly concerned about these voices. Many have asked
the question: what effect does placing a device in our kids’ pockets, one that allows access
to anything and everything our world has to offer have on their development? We are
starting to see the answer to this question in a generation of young people who would
rather look down at a screen than up at the world around them and a generation that
struggles with basic social skills and habits, and a generation who does not know the gift of
silence where God’s voice can be heard.

Our youth camps, Camp Encounter and Our Lady of Victory Camp have long provided an
opportunity for our youth to tune out all these other voices. Our camps are a place where
young people can hear the message of the Gospel and the voice of Jesus, doing so in the
context of God’s creation and the gift of a Christian community.

As we take steps towards relaunching camp ministry in our diocese, let us always keep these
young people in our hearts and prayers, knowing that this work is for them.

https://grandinmedia.ca/the-renewal-of-the-mind/
https://healthmatters.nyp.org/what-does-too-much-screen-time-do-to-childrens-brains/
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A Brief History of Our Youth Camps
In the Catholic Archdiocese of Edmonton, the story of our camps begins in the time before
we were an Archdiocese. In 1906, the first 40 acres of the land that would become Our Lady
of Lourdes Parish, the parish cemetery, and Camp Encounter were granted to the Diocese of
St. Albert. Further south, in 1946, 8 acres of lakeside farmland – what would become Our
Lady of Victory Camp - was donated by Andre & Anne Guillemand “as a place that would
provide summer recreation for children.” In their early years, both sites were alive with
Catechism classes and camping, but by the late 1960’s, neither site was seeing a lot of use.
Under the leadership of Archbishop Joseph MacNeil, Our Lady of Victory Camp and Camp
Encounter were renewed in 1976 and 1980 respectively as centers for the spiritual
development of Alberta's Catholic youth.

Over the next four decades, countless young people spent time at the camps. For many
years, this was done under the direction of volunteer boards who oversaw the development
of both the sites and programs. In 2013, after a symposium on Youth Evangelization and
several reviews and recommendations highlighted the importance of Camps, a more formal
relationship with the diocese was established. Archbishop Richard Smith connected the
camp directly to the Archdiocese via the Office of Youth Evangelization. This was to allow
additional support and resources to the Camp’s mission and staff by more intentionally
connecting the Camp to the mission of evangelization throughout the Archdiocese.

An assessment of facilities at both camps in 2017 brought to light some serious concerns
about the buildings and infrastructure on both sites. Wanting to ensure that future
investments be done carefully, deliberately, and responsibly, the Archdiocese launched a
stakeholder review in January 2018. This review included a one-year pause on camp
programming in 2019. A business plan was developed during this time, with plans to invest
$5.4 million dollars in both camps over the next ten years. OLVC was set to reopen in 2020
while major work was being done at Camp Encounter. Camp Encounter would re-open in
2022, and major work at OLVC would follow. Projects included new Mess Halls, gathering
spaces, and accommodations for both camps, as well as expanded programming.

But as we all know, in March 2020 Covid-19 arrived in Canada. The Church was forced to
make hard decisions as the pandemic impacted nearly every aspect of our lives. Public
Masses were suspended, staff was laid off, and many of our programs – including the
planned re-opening of OLVC – were canceled. As the remaining staff at the Archdiocese
represented a skeleton crew of what used to be there, the planned redevelopment of the
camps never happened. What was meant to be a one-year “pause” quickly became three
summers away from camp. This meant that many young people in the Archdiocese have
had no chance to go to camp, an entire cycle of high school students did not have the
chance to volunteer as junior counselors at camp, and many young adults never discovered
their gifts as youth ministry leaders by serving on staff at camp.
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One thing needs to be made emphatically clear: the decision to review and to pause
the camp was never intended to bring us to this point. All those who have been
involved with the camp - whether it is former camp staff or leadership at the
Archdiocese - all made the decisions they did because they believed in the importance
and value of the camps. While many among us might have chosen to do things
differently, the decisions that were made in 2018 and 2019 were intended to solidify
our camps for decades to come. This remains our intention moving forward.

In February 2022, Fr. Marc Cramer and Mike Landry approached the Archdiocese asking for
permission to offer three weeks of camp for the upcoming summer. Registration opened on
May 13th, and the 2022 Catholic Youth Camps welcomed 135 young people to the Ukrainian
Eparchy of Edmonton’s Camp Oselia this past summer. While the size and layout of Camp
Oselia means that site is not a viable long-term solution for our camps, the success of the
past summer has given us an opportunity to move forward with our own camps.

We are here today because we want to start taking those steps forward that were delayed
over the past three years. It is our firm belief that camp ministry serves an essential role in
the mission of the Church. This is especially true in the times in which we live, when a
multitude of voices contrary to the Gospel have gotten louder while the fiscal realities we
now face have meant the scaling back of Catholic outreach to young people. As we look
forward to the next chapter in a story that began in 1906, we believe we have found a path
forward for camp ministry in the Catholic Archdiocese of Edmonton, and we need your help
to make this vision a reality.
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The Path Forward
Having looked more closely at our history, we now turn our attention to what needs to
happen next in order to offer safe, solid, and sustainable camp ministry in 2023 and beyond.

Camp Facilities
Both Camp Encounter and Our Lady of Victory Camp have been closed since the fall of 2018.
While maintenance staff have worked hard to maintain the camps during the closure, this
time away has taken its toll on both sites, and that on its own has made some difficult
decisions very clear. Practically speaking, we believe that the most reasonable path
forward is to reopen one camp, and the state of the facilities dictates that this has to
be OLVC.

1. Camp Encounter

The observations of the 2017 report noted that the facilities at Camp Encounter were in a
dire state, and during a tour of Camp Encounter in early June 2022 revealed that things have
only gotten worse since then. Notably:

● The roof on the dorms has deteriorated significantly. As a result, the trusses in the
roof are moldy, the insulation wet, and parts of the drywall ceiling have begun to
buckle and collapse onto the beds.

● The septic system is taking on underground water and needs to be replaced.
● Except for the Maintenance House, Shop, Red Barn, and Craft Shack, the rest of the

buildings – and much of the programming equipment - have structural and/or health
concerns and must come down.

Combined with the fact that the Mess Hall and newer staff trailers were transferred to Lac
Ste Anne in 2019 in preparation for the work that was sidelined by the pandemic, we’re left
with a camp that requires a total rebuild. Estimates to clean up and replace the buildings
peg that project in the millions of dollars. This is outside the resources we have to work with
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and has led to the decision that there will no longer be a youth camp at Camp Encounter.
The future of the buildings and land is to be discerned and decided at a later date.

This is devastating news for all who have been impacted by the ministry of Camp Encounter.
We know that Camp Encounter holds deep and lasting memories for its alumni. We are
grateful for your support and need your input to preserve the legacy of Camp Encounter in
what's being built moving forward.

We will also be planning an evening at Camp Encounter in early May (near Fr. Mike Mireau's
birthday) for a Mass of Thanksgiving, a Final Campfire, and a practical opportunity to help us
preserve the legacy of Camp Encounter for the future as we want to look at relocating Camp
Encounter’s craft shack to OLVC.

2. Our Lady of Victory Camp

OLVC has weathered the time a lot better. The big difference between the two was a
historical decision to roof the buildings at OLVC in aluminum. Most of the buildings that
required replacement were torn down in September 2019 ahead of reopening in 2020.
While most of the buildings need some work to get back up to our standards, the costs are
more reasonable. For example:

● Concrete around the Mess Hall has degraded significantly.
● The kitchen stoves need to be repaired or replaced.
● The water distribution system requires maintenance and repair.
● The furniture and supplies from the buildings taken down in 2019 are being stored in

Tony’s Place. This needs to be cleaned out in order to continue using the building.
● Many buildings need a deep clean, painting, and minor repairs.
● The garage (shop) & maintenance sheds need to be replaced.
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All told, we estimate that the remaining work required to restore OLVC for reopening in
2023 will cost $212,350:

Item Estimated Cost

Winter Maintenance $1,000.00

Chapel Renovation $3,000.00

Repair Water Distribution System/Cleanup Team Trailer Sites $5,000.00

Update all signs that lead to camp (quoted) $1,100.00

Fix or Replace Kitchen Stoves (quoted) $40,000.00

Concrete Outside Mess Hall (quoted) $23,050.00

Weatherstripping (Mess Hall, Jubilee Hall, Warren, Tony’s, Cook’s) $5,000.00

Furniture/Equipment Replacements and Upgrades $13,800.00

Carpet Cleaning- Tony's, Dorms, Cook's (quoted) $4,000.00

Fire System Inspection & New Smoke Detectors $2,000.00

30x28x10 Shop With Concrete Pad (quoted) $89,000.00

Outfitting New Shop $7,500.00

40' Sea Can Delivered (quoted) $7,500.00

Work Bee Supplies (Lumber, Paint, plumbing, hardware) $5,000.00

Work Bee Hospitality (up to $600 per work bee x 4 work bees) $2,400.00

Uhauls to move equipment from CE to OLVC $2,000.00

Junk Disposal (Both camps) $2,000.00

Total Costs $212,350.00

Notes:

1. The restoration costs above do not include the seed money necessary for hiring a camp
administrator during the off-season (January-April), our Alberta Camping Association
Membership, and the cost for the CampBrain registration/management software needed
for running the camp. We estimate this would be an additional $18,500.

2. Since the staff trailers were torn down in 2019, we would temporarily repurpose the
overflow dorms (Hope’s Haven & Reach Out) for use as staff accommodations.

3. OLVC will require future construction and upgrades. In the short-term, we need to look at
new staff accommodations and septic system upgrades. Longer-term, the Kitchen/Mess
Hall, Rectory, and the boy’s dorm will need renovations or replacement. These needs will be
determined based on registration numbers and overall support for the camps.
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One Common Mission Statement
Camp ministry exists to support families and youth ministry initiatives in the Archdiocese of
Edmonton by offering a week-long faith experience. Going forward, we will adopt the Camp
Encounter Mission statement as it sums up our goal for camp well:

Encounter Christ, Encounter Community, and Encounter Creation.

● Encountering Christ: Camp ministry has the primary goal of allowing our young
people the chance to deepen their friendship with Jesus. We will do this by creating a
week that includes daily Mass, Reconciliation, Eucharistic Adoration, along with talks
and experiences that present the lived beauty of our Catholic faith to campers.

● Building a Community of Faith: one of the significant benefits of camp ministry is
the chance for young people to build meaningful friendships with others who share
their faith. This reinforces what many receive from their families at home, and offers
support to those who may find themselves feeling isolated as young people of faith.
Camps do this through various games, sports, evening campfires, and the joy of
spending summer days side by side with one another.

● Savoring the Beauty of God’s Creation: In Hosea 2:14, we read how God wishes to
lead Israel into the wilderness so that He might “speak to her heart.” Camps facilities
are built in the beauty of God’s creation so that all who attend may have the same
opportunity to live, laugh, and pray in the beauty of God’s creation. As much as
possible, we will build our program to be outside and unplugged from those things
that occupy regular life so that young people can have a retreat experience together.

This statement beautifully, simply, and clearly expresses who we are and why we are here. It
will be included on all camp signs, letterhead, and merchandise in the coming year.

Leadership & Staffing
This program will require many people to take on leadership roles, including:

● Fr. Marc Cramer, Mission Lead - Camps. Fr. Marc is responsible for the operation of
the camp and overseeing all administrative tasks. He reports to Fr. Paul Kavanagh in
the Mission Leadership at the Archdiocese.

● Mike Landry, Camp Coordinator. Mike is responsible for overseeing and
coordinating the camp programs, policies, fundraising, and the establishment of a
new Camp Advisory Committee. (This is a volunteer position.)

● Donna Hansen, Camp Administrator. Donna is responsible to oversee and
coordinate the administration of the camp including registrations, promotions,
finances, and communications. (This is a paid position.)

● Deacon Claude Baril & Cassandra Dietrich, Camp Maintenance. (These are paid
positions.)
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We foresee at least three other paid roles will need to be filled in 2023:

● Program Coordinator: Responsible for overseeing the camp program, including the
weekly camp schedule & contents, parent handbook, and volunteer team training.

● Kitchen Coordinator: Responsible for overseeing the kitchen during the summer
months. This will include menu planning, grocery shopping, organizing kitchen
volunteers, and accommodating dietary issues and allergies.

● Summer Maintenance Staff: With all the work ahead, we will need to bring
someone onboard to work through the spring and summer taking care of the camp
facilities.

A Camp Advisory Committee is being established to make recommendations on all aspects
of camp operation. This committee will be made up of various stakeholders in the
Archdiocese including alumni from both camps, representatives of families and members of
the clergy and so on. The Camp Advisory Committee would ideally meet in person once per
month to help oversee the task of relaunching Camp Ministry in the Archdiocese.

There will be numerous other volunteer roles required to make the summer work: team
members, nurses, cooks, and so on. If the budget allows, we hope to be able to offer these a
stipend or free registration for a child to attend camp.

But all of it - administration, programming, maintenance… all of it is about the young people
who come out to the camp. They are the reason for these meetings, our deliberations, the
maintenance work - all of it. We want them to encounter Christ, community, and creation.
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Schedule for the 2023 Camping Season
As camp registrations filled up quickly in 2022, summer camps in 2023 would be expanded
beyond the three weeks we offered in 2022. We would look to offer an all ages camp for
families who would want to send their kids all together and re-launch a week for teenagers
that focuses on leadership and discipleship at the end of the summer. We are also
discussing a partnership with the Benedict XVI Institute at Newman Theological College to
offer a “Great Books” Week. The schedule looks like this:

Winter 2023 Volunteer meetings/training (interested young adults &
grade 12 students) and work bees (1 at CE & 3 at OLVC)

Saturday, July 8 Come & See/Grand Re-Opening Celebration (public welcome)

July 9-13 High School Camp (Grades 10-12)

July 16-20 Elementary Camp (Grades 4-6)

July 23-27 (Tentative) Benedict XVI Institute “Great Books” Week

July 30-August 3 Junior High Camp (Grades 7-9)

August 6-10 All Ages Camp (Grades 4-9)

August 13-17 (Tentative) Discipleship & Adventure Camp (Grades 9-12)

Notes:

1. With the overflow dorms (Hope’s Haven & Reach Out) in use as staff accommodations for
2023, our maximum capacity will be 110 campers per week.

2. The weekly camp program would be created by the program director with direction from
the Camp Advisory Committee. As was the case this year, a typical camp week would be five
days long and would run from Sunday afternoon through Thursday afternoon. Each week
would include components from all three tenets of our mission statement (Encountering
Christ, Community, and Creation.) Our schedules from 2022, along with feedback from our
evaluation processes would help guide the development of the program.

3. Weekends throughout the summer (July 14-16, July 21-23, July 28-30, August 4-6, August
11-13, August 18-20) could be used as Family Camps, weekends hosted by any CAEDM
parish, deanery,or movement.
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How Can You Help?

Prayer
Please support us in prayer by signing up to join our prayer support network. This will be a
group of people of all generations who will pray daily for the work and the needs of the
camp. Monthly updates will be sent out by email throughout the year, with weekly updates
sent during the summer months. Email camps@caedm.ca if you would like to support us in
this way.

Serve
There are many practical ways you can support the camp. Consider how you might dedicate
your time and talents to the camp, then sign up to help where you are able:

● Serve on the Camp Advisory Committee or offer your help with programming,
kitchen, maintenance, and fundraising.

● Give a week in the summer (team/counselors, kitchen help, lifeguard, nurse). As our
2023 program will again rely heavily on volunteers, we are going to need your help!

● Offer your time and your talents at one of the work bees we will plan in the spring at
Camp Encounter and Our Lady of Victory Camp

Email camps@caedm.ca if you would like to support us in this way.

Please note that camp will follow the requirements of the Catholic Archdiocese of Edmonton’s
“Safe Environment and Abuse Prevention” Standards and Procedures.

Register
One of the simplest ways to support the camp is to send your kids for a week and invite
others you know to do the same! We hope to open registrations in February.

Donate
Please donate to help continue the legacy of Catholic Youth Camp in the Edmonton
Archdiocese. While we have some money to deal with the immediate needs to restoring
OLVC and reopening in 2023, there will be lots more to do, including future repairs and
building projects. We would be grateful to all who can make a one-time donation. We are
also in search of 125 donors to support us with a monthly $50 donation. You can donate
once or monthly by visiting www.caedm.ca/camps.

Beyond financial support, we plan to take inventory at the camps as soon as possible, and
will at that time be able to identify other needs at that time. We expect to send out a wish
list of specific items we need sometime in the spring.

mailto:camps@caedm.ca
mailto:camps@caedm.ca
http://www.caedm.ca/camps
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Conclusion

In a video he posted on YouTube nearly 10 years ago, Fr. Mike Mireau said: "Religion needs
a lab: it needs practice, experience. Religion is lived, not just learned. When teaching
religion, what we need to do is create a controlled environment where young people get to
practice what they’re learning in the books: practice being nice to each other, practice not
putting each other down all the time, practice charity, generosity, LOVE.

We need to take kids out on retreats, where they’re nice to each other, where they’re
taken away from the drama that follows them through the hallways of their schools,
where they learn how to cooperate, how to give, how to be generous, how to be
non-judgmental, and we take them to do social justice activities, to see the poor, to learn
about the suffering that takes place in their own neighborhoods and we give them a
chance to experience the Mass, experience prayer, experience worship, experience God."

Fr. Mike went on to say that one of the places he experienced religion as a “lab” was his time
at Camp Encounter. There are many among us who would agree, as camp ministry has
played a pivotal role in bringing our own faith to life. As we spend much of this time looking
at the questions of buildings, finances, and how to move forward with our camps, we need
to remember why we offer camp ministry in the first place. We do all of this for the sake of
our young people, who are inundated by so many voices that are contrary to the Gospel. We
do all of this so that they might get out into the lab to practice their faith and experience
God. We do this so that they might have the opportunity to encounter Christ, community,
and creation through the work and ministry of our Catholic youth camps.

https://youtu.be/QwLHxocL1JY

